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ABSTRACT
The accuracy of trait measurements greatly affects the quality of genetic analyses. During
automated phenotyping, trait measurement errors, i.e., differences between automatically
extracted trait values and ground truth, are often treated as random effects that can be controlled
by increasing population sizes and/or replication number. By contrast, there is some evidence
that trait measurement errors may be partially under genetic control. Consistent with this
hypothesis, we observed substantial non-random, genetic contributions to trait measurement
errors for five maize (Zea mays) tassel traits collected using an image-based phenotyping
platform. The phenotyping accuracy varied according to whether a tassel exhibited “open” vs.
“closed” branching architecture, which is itself under genetic control. Trait-associated SNPs
(TASs) identified via genome-wide association studies (GWASs) conducted on five tassel traits
that had been phenotyped both manually (i.e., ground truth) and via feature extraction from
images exhibit little overlap. Furthermore, identification of TASs from GWASs conducted on the
differences between the two values indicated that a fraction of measurement error is under
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genetic control. Similar results were obtained in a sorghum (Sorghum bicolor) plant height
dataset, demonstrating that trait measurement error is genetically determined in multiple species
and traits. Trait measurement bias cannot be controlled by increasing population size and/or
replication number.
1

INTRODUCTION

2

Genetic analyses (e.g., genome-wide association study; GWAS) and the development of genomic

3

selection models to facilitate breeding for quantitative traits typically require the genotyping and

4

phenotyping of hundreds to thousands of individuals. Because advances in sequencing

5

technology have enabled the quick and cost-effective genotyping of large numbers of individuals,

6

phenotyping has become the bottleneck for such studies. To cope with this challenge, multiple

7

automated phenotyping strategies have been developed (Kircher and Kelso, 2010; Slatko et al.,

8

2018; Ramstein et al., 2019). Among these strategies, image-based phenotyping is one of the

9

most favored approaches in plants due to its low cost, ability to be deployed in both controlled

10

environments and under field conditions, and the increased capabilities of computational and

11

imaging devices, which have accelerated both the pace and precision of phenotyping (Yang et al.,

12

2017; Araus and Cairns, 2014; Ramstein et al., 2019; Das Choudhury et al., 2019).

13

In conjunction with increased throughput, the expected increases in precision and repeatability

14

from image-based phenotyping should theoretically enable more reliable inferences about causal

15

loci and increase statistical power in genetic analysis (Ramstein et al., 2019). However,

16

phenotypes collected via images are projections of three-dimensional (3D) structures onto two-

17

dimensional (2D) planes and can therefore lose information due to occlusion and the angle from

18

which an image is captured (Zhou et al., 2019; Lobet et al., 2017). This can cause trait values

19

extracted from images to deviate from true phenotypic values. As a result, the accuracy of data

20

collected from 2D images of 3D structures remains a challenge for all image-based phenotyping

21

platforms. To overcome this issue, several studies have attempted to flatten objects prior to

22

image collection to compress 3D structures into 2D structures to increase phenotyping accuracy

23

(Crowell et al., 2014; AL-Tam et al., 2013; Vasseur et al., 2018). However, these methods can

24

only be applied to objects that are flexible enough, such as seedlings or rice (Oryza sativa)

25

panicles, to be flattened without damaging or altering the structures of interest. Of course,

26

flattening 3D objects also results in the loss of structural information. Other studies have focused

27

on imaging from multiple angles to reconstruct the 3D structure of plants or plant organs (He et
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28

al., 2017; McCormick et al., 2016; Li et al., 2020; Gaillard et al., 2020). However, the

29

complexity of these methods generally restricts them to imaging in controlled environments

30

rather than under field conditions. Although encouraging progress on phenotyping plant height,

31

flowering time, and plant stress under field conditions via unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) and

32

robotic ground systems (Salas Fernandez et al., 2017; Anderson et al., 2019; Ghosal et al., 2018;

33

Wu et al., 2019; Holman et al., 2016) has been achieved, for most agronomically important traits,

34

it remains challenging to identify high-accuracy phenotyping solutions. Thus, trait measurement

35

errors—the difference between automatically extracted trait measurements and true phenotypic

36

values (i.e., ground truth)—are expected in data sets generated by high-throughput phenotyping

37

platforms, and these errors can potentially affect the results of genetic analyses.

38

For genetic analyses using linear models, tests of significance are mainly affected by population

39

size, the magnitude of estimated allelic effects, and the residual error variance (Wang and Xu,

40

2019). Therefore, trait measurement errors, which can cause inaccurate estimation of allelic

41

effects and increase residual variance, reduce statistical power. It is commonly assumed that the

42

typically lower heritabilities exhibited by phenotypes from image-based high-throughput

43

phenotyping platforms as compared to manually measured phenotypes (Gage at al., 2017; Salas

44

Fernandez et al., 2017) are a consequence of imprecise measurements inflating the residual

45

variance and that consequently the use of large populations would have the potential to offset

46

losses in statistical power due to the imprecision of automated phenotyping (Gage et al., 2018a).

47

Under these assumptions, the automatically and manually measured phenotypes are different

48

representations of the same underlying trait (i.e., the genetic effects are identical). However, this

49

line of reasoning relies on the assumption that the sources of trait measurement errors are

50

random, non-genetic factors. In contrast, a recent study compared biomass estimated via RGB

51

imaging to measured biomass weights and reported systematic differences in the error

52

distributions for different genotypes (Liang et al., 2018). Similarly, Lobet et al. (2017) found that

53

phenotyping accuracy from root images varied according to root type and decreased as root size

54

increased. These studies shed light on an issue that has been largely ignored in the scientific

55

literature: the possibility that automated phenotyping biases arising via interactions between

56

genotypes and phenotyping methods can introduce spurious associations between genetic

57

markers and trait values automatically extracted from images.
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58

The male inflorescence, or tassel, of maize (Zea mays) is located at the apex of the mature plant

59

with flower-bearing branches that grow sequentially from the main axis and extend in different

60

directions. Structural characteristics of maize tassels are highly heritable (Schuetz and Mock,

61

1978; Brown et al., 2011) and appear to have experienced indirect selection, potentially due to

62

their roles in hybrid seed production (Duvick and Cassman, 1999; Duvick, 2005; Gage et al.,

63

2018b). This has driven an interest in developing and deploying field-based high-throughput

64

phenotyping platforms for tassels. However, the branches of maize tassels usually grow in an

65

asymmetric manner such that one branch can easily be occluded by another (Vollbrecht and

66

Schmidt, 2009). This growth pattern makes it challenging to develop accurate feature extraction

67

pipelines for tassel images. Consequently, most studies of tassel morphology focus primarily on

68

tassel length and weight—traits that are less likely to be affected by occluded branches. Methods

69

for collecting other important traits, such as central spike length, branch length, branch number,

70

and branch angles, have been hampered by difficulties in the automatic identification of

71

branching points from 2D images (Gage et al., 2017). These morphological features make the

72

maize tassel a good model to test our hypothesis that interactions between morphological traits

73

and phenotyping platforms can influence the outcomes of genetic analyses.

74

In this study, we constructed a computational pipeline, Tassel Image-Trait Extraction Tool (TI-

75

TET), to semi-automatically extract traits from images of maize tassels and tested this pipeline

76

using a diverse panel of maize inbreds. We then evaluated the magnitude of trait measurement

77

errors, as measured by the differences between trait values extracted from images using TI-TET,

78

and manually measured trait values from the same tassels for tassels with differing levels of

79

structural complexity. We found that trait measurement errors have genetic components, which

80

were validated by identifying associations between candidate genes that altered tassel structure

81

and trait measurement errors. We also extended and confirmed these results by conducting a

82

similar analysis for automated phenotyping and manual measurements of plant height in the

83

sorghum (Sorghum bicolor) association panel (SAP). Our findings demonstrate that substantial

84

amounts of genetic variation underlie trait measurement errors, which raises issues for the design

85

of phenotyping projects.

86

RESULTS

87

Trait Extraction
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88

We collected tassels from 339 inbred maize lines from the shoot apical meristem (SAM)

89

diversity panel (Leiboff et al., 2015) and imaged each tassel from five imaging angles (Figure 1,

90

Methods). We then extracted five traits from the resulting images: tassel length, central spike

91

length, branching zone length, lowest branch length, and lowest branch angle from the resulting

92

images using our semi-automated trait extraction pipeline, TI-TET (see Supplemental Protocol).

93

The same traits were measured manually on each tassel. Although it is likely impossible to ever

94

measure traits without any error, we are confident that the manual tassel measurements generated

95

in this study are highly accurate. They were all collected by a single individual indoors (thereby

96

avoiding artifacts caused by variation in lighting) using standard protocols (see Methods for

97

further details). Consequently, we define the manual measurements as “ground truth” for

98

assessing the accuracy of automated trait measurements.

99

Extracted trait values were compared with manually collected ground truth trait values separately

100

for each imaging angle (view1 to view5), the mean phenotype of the first and third views, and

101

the mean trait value of all five views to evaluate TI-TET and test the impact of imaging angle on

102

phenotyping accuracy. The squared Pearson correlation coefficient (r2) showed that image-based

103

trait values were highly correlated with manual measurements for tassel length, central spike

104

length, and branching zone length, whereas r2 for lowest branch length and branch angle were

105

lower (Figure 2A). The mean value of multiple views resulted in equal or greater concordance

106

between TI-TET and ground truth measurements, as quantified via root mean square errors

107

(RMSEs) (Figure 2B). We then selected image-based descriptors that exhibited high r2 and low

108

RMSE, i.e., the mean phenotypes of all five views for tassel length, central spike length, and

109

branching zone length and the mean phenotype of the first and third views for lowest branch

110

length and angle for further analyses.

111

Tassel Structure and Its Influence on Phenotyping Accuracy

112

Accurately extracting a trait from images relies on the successful identification of certain

113

morphological features that define the trait. For example, whether or not the topmost branch

114

node and lowest branch node can be detected largely determines the accuracy of the lengths of

115

the central spike and lowest branch length. Thus, it should be easier to accurately determine

116

tassel trait values from images of tassels with a few branches sparsely distributed along the

117

rachis than to determine the same values from images of tassels with compact and/or complex
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118

branching architectures (Figure 3A). We hypothesized that this type of structural variation could

119

contribute to the observed variation in phenotyping accuracy.

120

To test this hypothesis, we classified the tassel structures of 335/339 genotypes as being “open,”

121

“partially open,” or “closed” based on whether the highest and lowest branch node points of

122

multiple tassels of a given genotype could be clearly detected (Figure 3B; Methods). Out of 335

123

scored genotypes, 104 were classified as “open,” 47 as “partially open”, and the remaining 184

124

as “closed”.

125

Within each of the three groups of tassel types, we calculated correlations between manual

126

measurements and trait values extracted from images. For all five tassel traits, “closed” tassels

127

exhibited the lowest accuracies (Figure 4A-F; Supplemental Figure S1). Additionally, all traits

128

except branch angle exhibited unequal phenotypic variances between “open” and “closed”

129

tassels (Levene’s test, P-value < 0.05). We defined trait measurement error as the difference

130

between automatically extracted trait values and ground truth measurements from the same tassel.

131

Variation in trait measurement errors from high-throughput phenotyping platforms can be due to

132

systematic under- or overestimation, variation in the magnitude of errors, or both, within and

133

across structure groups. “Closed” tassels exhibited significantly larger errors (Student’s t-test, P-

134

value < 0.05) for tassel length, central spike length, and branching zone length than “open”

135

tassels (Figure 5, Supplemental Data Set S1). In addition to these three traits, differences were

136

also observed in lowest branch length for the absolute values of the errors and lowest branch

137

angle for the ratios of errors to ground truth measurements (Supplemental Figure S2,

138

Supplemental Data Set S1), suggesting that the magnitude of measurement errors can be affected

139

by tassel architecture.

140

For all five automatically extracted tassel traits, measurement errors of a given tassel trait were

141

correlated with the ground truth value of that trait. More interestingly, measurement errors of all

142

but one of these tassel traits were correlated with ground truth values of other tassel traits (Figure

143

6, Supplemental Data Set S1). For example, although ground truth measurements of branch angle

144

are not significantly correlated with ground truth measurements of central spike length, they are

145

significantly correlated with trait measurement errors of central spike length. Specifically, as

146

branch angles increased, the accuracy of automated central spike measurements decreased.

147

Similarly, while branch number is not significantly correlated with lowest branch angle ground
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148

truth, it is significantly correlated with branch angle error. In addition, we observed correlations

149

between ground truth values and the absolute values of measurement errors for multiple tassel

150

traits (Supplemental Figure S3, Supplemental Data Set S1) that were novel compared to signed

151

measurement errors (Figure 6). Hence, ground truth measurements of tassel traits can be

152

correlated with both the magnitudes and directions of measurement errors of other tassel traits.

153

Using backward elimination (Methods), we constructed multiple regression models for trait

154

measurement errors using ground truth phenotypes and tassel openness as predictors. These

155

models explained 17-40% of the variance in phenotypic measurement errors (Supplemental

156

Table S1). Because tassel traits are highly heritable (Gage et al., 2018b; Brown et al., 2011;

157

Schuetz and Mock, 1978), the observed correlations between ground truth measurements and

158

measurement errors of other traits suggests the presence of genetic effects in trait measurement

159

errors. This finding contradicts the assumption that trait measurement errors are caused entirely

160

by random, non-genetic factors (Gage et al., 2018a). In the discussion below, we distinguish

161

between measurement error per se and the component of measurement error that is under genetic

162

control, which we will call genetically determined measurement bias (GDMB).

163

Genetic Determinants of Trait Measurement Errors

164

We conducted a GWAS for tassel structure in the SAM panel using FarmCPUpp (Kusmec and

165

Schnable, 2018; Liu et al., 2016) with openness tassel architecture as the phenotype (Methods)

166

and identified three trait-associated SNPs (TASs) (Figure 7A and Supplemental Figure S4).

167

Consistent with previous GWAS (Wu et al., 2016; Xu et al., 2017; Brown et al., 2011), one of

168

these TASs is located 10.8 kb upstream of the ramosa3 (ra3) gene on chromosome 7. The ra3

169

gene regulates inflorescence branch elongation and secondary branch initiation (Gallavotti et al.,

170

2010; Satoh-Nagasawa et al., 2006), and ra3 mutants usually exhibit highly branched tassels

171

(Supplemental Figure S5). A second TAS located on chromosome 8 is 26.7 kb downstream

172

of BARREN INFLORESCENCE1 (Bif1) (Figure 7A), a gene that regulates the initiation of

173

secondary axillary meristems (Barazesh and McSteen, 2008). Mutations of bif1 result in greatly

174

reduced branch numbers and a single elongated central spike (Galli et al., 2015; Barazesh and

175

McSteen, 2008). The identification of these two candidate genes supports the view that the trait

176

“open” vs. “closed” tassels, which affects the accuracy of automated trait measurements of tassel

177

morphology, is itself genetically regulated by genes that contribute to tassel morphology.
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178

We then conducted GWAS on the trait measurement errors associated with five tassel traits.

179

Multiple TASs (N=43, Supplemental Data Set S2) were identified for each trait. The physical

180

positions of these TASs were compared to 69 genes reported to alter inflorescence architecture in

181

maize (Supplemental Data Set S3); two of these SNPs were adjacent to known inflorescence

182

genes (Methods). A permutation test (P-value<0.001) indicated that this degree of overlap is

183

more than expected by chance. One TAS for tassel length measurement error was 53.5 kb

184

downstream of the beared-ear1 (bde1) gene (Figure 7B and Supplemental Figure S4), which has

185

been reported to alter tassel branch number (Thompson et al., 2009). A second TAS for central

186

spike length measurement error was 54.8 kb upstream of the ligueless1 (lg1) gene (Figure 7C

187

and Supplemental Figure S4). Lewis et al., (2014) reported that mutant alleles of lg1 condition

188

extremely acute tassel branches angles compared to wild type. Our analysis of a family

189

segregating 1:1 for heterozygotes (Figure 8A and C) and homozygotes (Figure 8B and E) of a

190

lg1 mutant allele confirmed this report. In contrast to the “open” tassel architecture of

191

heterozygous genotypes, homozygous lg1 mutants exhibited a “closed” tassel architecture

192

(Figure 8A and B, D and F); the lowest and second-lowest tassel branch angles of homozygous

193

lg1 mutant plants were significantly smaller than those observed in heterozygous controls

194

(Figure 8G, Supplemental Data Set S1). Importantly, we observed no statistically significant

195

differences in central spike length, tassel length, or branch number between homozygous and

196

heterozygous lg1 mutants (Figure 8G). These results lend further support to the hypothesis that

197

the correlations between branch number ground truth measurements and tassel length

198

measurement errors and between branch angle ground truth measurements and central spike

199

measurement errors are partially driven by GDMB (Figure 6).

200

Impacts of Genetic Effects of Trait Measurement Errors on Genetics Analyses

201

To explore the impact of GDMB on genetic analyses, we subjected five tassel traits to GWAS

202

performed separately using ground truth and automated trait measurements (Supplemental Data

203

Set S2). For tassel length ground truth, the GWAS identified five TASs, while no TASs were

204

detected using trait values from the automated extraction pipeline. No TASs were detected using

205

either ground truth or automated trait measurements of central spike length. However, in no case

206

was the same TAS identified in separate GWAS using ground truth measurements and using

207

automated trait measurements (Figure 9, Supplemental Figure S4). With a single exception, the
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208

TASs detected using either ground truth measurements or automated trait measurements did not

209

overlap with TAS identified for measurement error. These results suggest that GDMB in

210

automatically extracted trait values can greatly alter GWAS results.

211

Genetic Effects Observed in Errors of Sorghum Plant Heights Extracted from Images

212

Next, we used published sorghum plant height data for 301 genotypes of the sorghum association

213

panel (SAP) collected via a stereo camera-based field robotic phenotyping system (Salas

214

Fernandez et al., 2017) to test whether GDMB is a general phenomenon. The plant heights of

215

each genotype were extracted from stereo RGB images using both a fully automated pipeline and

216

a semi-automated manual process. Manual in-field measurements collected from a subset of the

217

SAP exhibited a high r2 with the trait values extracted from stereo images via the semi-

218

automated process (r2=0.994, Salas Fernandez et al., 2017). Consequently, trait values extracted

219

from the stereo images using the semi-automated process were treated as ground truth and

220

compared with the height values automatically extracted from stereo images to generate trait

221

measurement error values. Best linear unbiased predictors (BLUPs) for the genetic effect of each

222

inbred line (Methods) based on ground truth and automatically extracted trait measurements

223

showed a high r2 (0.961) (Supplemental Figure S6A). We observed that 27-59% of the variance

224

in differences between the two sets of BLUPs could be explained using gBLUP (genomic BLUP)

225

or reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) regression (Supplemental Figure S6B, Methods).

226

This indicates that, as is true for maize tassels, trait measurement errors for sorghum plant height

227

are, in part, under genetic control.

228

We conducted GWAS on the sorghum ground truth data, the automatically extracted trait

229

measurements, and trait measurement errors. Eight TASs were detected for the ground truth data

230

(Supplemental Figure S7 and S8). Three of these TASs were adjacent to known height loci: Dw1,

231

Dw2, and Dw3, each of which had been previously detected in the SAP (Morris et al., 2013;

232

Zhao et al., 2016; Li et al., 2015). Seven TASs were detected by GWAS on automatically

233

extracted trait measurements; only three of these had been detected via the GWAS for ground

234

truth. This set included two of the known height loci, Dw1 and Dw3 (Figure 10, Supplemental

235

Figure S7, Supplemental Table S2). The GWAS on trait measurement errors detected four TASs,

236

one of which was located 20.9 kb upstream of the Dw3 gene (Figure 10 and Table 1).
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237

Ground truth GWAS estimated an effect of +102 mm for Dw2 (Table 1), whereas automated

238

measurement GWAS did not detect a statistically significant association in a 1.2 Mb interval

239

surrounding Dw2. Automated measurement GWAS estimated effects between -48 and +61 mm

240

for SNPs in this region (Supplemental Figure S8, Supplemental Data Set S4); the SNP with the

241

lowest P-value had an estimated effect of +51 mm, 50% smaller than the estimated effect of Dw2

242

in ground truth GWAS. By contrast, the estimated effects at Dw1 and Dw3 from automated

243

measurement GWAS are similar to those from ground truth GWAS (Table 1). Interestingly,

244

GWAS on trait measurement errors estimated that 219/257 SNPs in the 1.2 Mb region

245

surrounding Dw2 had negative effects (Supplemental Figure S8, Supplemental Data Set S4). A

246

SNP with the lowest P-value (only slightly below our significance threshold) is located 456 kb

247

from the Dw2 locus (Figure 10) with an estimated effect of -33 mm (Table 1), suggesting that

248

this genomic region contributes to systematic underestimation of sorghum plant height in

249

automatically extracted trait measurements. These results further support our conclusion that

250

GDMB exists in phenotypes extracted from automatic pipelines.

251

Predictability of Trait Measurement Errors

252

Finally, we further investigated GDMB by incorporating genotypic data to predict trait

253

measurement errors of the five tassel traits and sorghum plant height. gBLUPs were first

254

conducted using 80% of randomly selected genotypes as training sets and the remainder as the

255

testing set (Methods); average predictability ranged from 0.08 for branching zone length to 0.34

256

for sorghum plant height (Figure 11). The low predictability of branching zone length, lowest

257

branch length, and branch angle may reflect the relatively low accuracy of automatically

258

extracted measurements for these traits (Figure 4; Supplemental Figure S1) so that random

259

residual errors represented a higher proportion of the error than did the genetic components.

260

Interestingly, for maize tassel length, central spike length, and sorghum plant height, which

261

exhibit substantial genotypic variances in trait measurement errors, using only 30% of genotypes

262

as the training set, we could still achieve similar predictability values (Figure 11). These results

263

demonstrate the possibility of using genotypic data to predict trait measurement errors even with

264

a small subset of the full population.

265

DISCUSSION
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266

Photographic systems are known for their relative simplicity, consistent data quality, flexibility,

267

and cost-effectiveness. Thus, they have been widely used for high-throughput phenotyping.

268

Because an image is a projection of a 3D structure onto a 2D plane, the sizes and shapes of

269

different projections of the same 3D structure vary. This is one of the factors that can contribute

270

to reduced phenotyping accuracy. In addition, precise object identification is crucial for the

271

accurate measurement of many traits, such as length, but this task can be challenging using 2D

272

images due to occlusion by non-target structures (Gage et al., 2017; Zhou et al., 2019). Therefore,

273

the conclusions of this study could apply to many high-throughput phenotyping pipelines that

274

rely on 2D images.

275

In image-based phenotyping pipelines, errors can be introduced by imaging systems and/or trait

276

extraction algorithms. Minimizing errors requires that the trait of interest be fully projected in the

277

image. The traits examined in this study are unidimensional measurements of clearly defined

278

morphological features. Consequently, for traits such as central spike length, phenotyping

279

accuracy depends on the angle from which the image is shot and any occlusion of the highest

280

branch point by other parts of the tassel. For manual measurements, these challenges can be

281

easily overcome by simply rotating the tassels to find a clear measuring path. Similarly, the

282

accuracy of image-based phenotyping can be improved by imaging traits from multiple angles

283

and using mean measurements. Thus, in general, manual measurements more accurately reflect

284

true trait values than automatically extracted trait values. However, for traits such as disease

285

resistance, manual measurements are subject to additional sources of variability, such as rater

286

effects and variation in lighting. Consequently, for traits of this type, the accuracies of data from

287

automated phenotyping methods may actually be higher than those measured manually (Ghosal

288

et al., 2018; Dobbels and Lorenz, 2019).

289

Because tassel architecture varies greatly in maize (Brown et al., 2011), different levels of tassel

290

branch occlusion are expected. For populations that contain both “open” and “closed” tassel

291

architectures, systematic inaccuracies in trait measurements would be expected to be confounded

292

with tassel architecture. For example, extracting central spike length from an image with an

293

occluded topmost branch point is more challenging than from an image with a non-occluded

294

central spike. Thus, trait values extracted from tassels with “closed” (dense) structures exhibit

295

lower accuracy and more variability than those extracted from “open” tassels. Consequently,
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296

phenotypic measurement errors between ground truth and automatically extracted trait

297

measurements, which are often assumed to be random, are instead partially regulated genetically.

298

Our GWAS of “open” and “closed” tassel structures identified two candidate genes known to

299

contribute to tassel architecture, bif1 and ra3. Based on the reported mutant phenotypes, our two

300

candidate genes for tassel openness participate in branch development but not in the elongation

301

of inflorescence meristems, which may influence tassel length and central spike length (Zhang

302

and Yuan, 2014; Tanaka et al., 2013; Bortiri and Hake, 2007). This implies that the results of our

303

analyses of trait measurement errors of tassel length and central spike length, in which “open”

304

and “closed” tassels exhibited significant differences in the means of trait measurement errors,

305

are unlikely due to real pleiotropic effects of the genes that regulate openness. Furthermore,

306

GWAS for trait measurement errors of central spike length found a candidate gene, lg1, that

307

regulates tassel branch angle, a trait that in our dataset is not correlated with ground truth

308

measurements of central spike length (Figures 5 and 7). Our finding that lg1 does not affect

309

central spike length is consistent with our hypothesis that lg1 alters the accuracy of

310

measurements of central spike length by altering branch angles. These results demonstrate that

311

genetic factors, which we term GDMB, that do not regulate the traits of interest per se can still

312

affect the accuracy of automatically extracted trait measurements and thus cannot be treated

313

simply as different representations of the same underlying trait.

314

If trait measurement errors were largely random, then their effects could be mitigated by

315

appropriate modeling, and substantial overlap would be expected between the GWAS results for

316

ground truth and automatically extracted trait measurements. Yet, despite the high correlation

317

(r2=0.96) between BLUPs for ground truth and automatically extracted trait measurements of

318

sorghum plant height in the data set of Salas Fernandez et al., (2017), the TASs identified via

319

GWAS for these two traits exhibited only modest (~40%) overlap. The GWAS for automatically

320

extracted trait measurements detected two (Dw1 and Dw3) out of three height loci that were

321

identified via the GWAS for ground truth with only slightly decreased estimated effects. This

322

indicates that our inability to detect the third height locus (Dw2) in the GWAS for automatically

323

extracted trait measurements was not the result of reduced power due to random errors within the

324

BLUPs. The two TASs that GWAS for ground truth identified have both been previously

325

reported as the most significant associations in their regions (Salas Fernandez et al., 2017; Zhao
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326

et al., 2016), making them unlikely to be false positives. Instead, the estimated effect size at Dw2

327

was greatly reduced (50%) compared to the Dw1 and Dw3 loci. Furthermore, the Dw2 region

328

was associated with trait measurement errors (Figure 10, Supplemental Figure S4). This may

329

explain our inability to detect this locus via GWAS of automatically extracted trait

330

measurements.

331

Interestingly, our sorghum GWAS detected a significant association between trait measurement

332

errors and the Dw3 locus, which has also been associated with leaf angle (Truong et al., 2015;

333

Hart et al., 2001; Mantilla-Perez and Salas Fernandez, 2017; Zhao et al., 2016). Natural variation

334

at this locus could lead to the presence of some genotypes with acute flag leaf angles, which

335

could cause the algorithm to confuse flag leaves with panicle tips, thereby introducing noise into

336

plant height estimates. This may explain the association between trait measurement errors and

337

the Dw3 region. These results provide further support for the existence of GDMB and support

338

the generalizability of their impacts to other image-based high-throughput phenotyping platforms.

339

The ability to phenotype larger populations is one of the advantages of high-throughput

340

phenotyping protocols, and these larger population sizes are often assumed to offset the typically

341

lower accuracies and precisions of such protocols compared to lower throughput manual

342

measurements (Ramstein et al., 2019; Gage et al., 2018a). This assumption is valid to the extent

343

that trait measurement errors are random (Figure 12A). Suppose that the investigator calculates

344

genetic best linear unbiased predictors (BLUPs) for the trait of interest using the standard mixed

345

linear model:
𝒚 = 𝑿𝜷 + 𝒁𝒖 + 𝒆

346

where y is the n×1 vector of observed phenotypes, 𝜷 is the p×1 vector of fixed effects with

347

design matrix 𝑿, 𝒖~𝑁(𝟎, 𝑮𝜎𝑢2 ) is the n×1 vector of random genetic effects with design matrix Z

348

and variance-covariance matrix 𝑮, and 𝒆~𝑁(𝟎, 𝑰𝜎𝑒2 ) is the n×1 vector of residuals. Under the

349

prevailing assumptions in the literature, the ground truth measurement of a phenotype (𝒚𝑔𝑡 ) and

350

its automatically extracted trait measurement (𝒚𝑎𝑢𝑡𝑜 ) have the same causal loci but different

351

residual variances (Gage et al., 2018a), and these two phenotypes can be expressed as:
𝒚𝑔𝑡 = 𝑿𝜷 + 𝒁𝒖 + 𝒆𝑔𝑡
𝒚𝑎𝑢𝑡𝑜 = 𝑿𝜷 + 𝒁𝒖 + 𝒆𝑎𝑢𝑡𝑜
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352

where 𝜎𝑒2𝑔𝑡 ≠ 𝜎𝑒2𝑎𝑢𝑡𝑜 , and we have assumed that all other effects in both equations are equal by

353

assumption. In some cases, systematic biases in 𝒚𝑎𝑢𝑡𝑜 may cause 𝜷 to differ between 𝒚𝑔𝑡 and

354

𝒚𝑎𝑢𝑡𝑜 , but this does not affect our conclusions. Then the differences between the ground truth

355

and automatically extracted trait measurements can be defined as:
𝒅 = 𝒚𝑎𝑢𝑡𝑜 − 𝒚𝑔𝑡
= (𝑿𝜷 + 𝒁𝒖 + 𝒆𝑎𝑢𝑡𝑜 ) − (𝑿𝜷 + 𝒁𝒖 + 𝒆𝑔𝑡 )
= 𝒆𝑎𝑢𝑡𝑜 − 𝒆𝑔𝑡 #(1)

356

Thus, we expect no genetic associations with the differences between phenotyping methods.

357

However, our results demonstrate, as hypothesized by Liang et al. (2018) for maize biomass, that

358

measurement errors for multiple traits in maize and sorghum can be influenced by genotype

359

(Figures 7 and 10). As shown in Figure 6, a positive correlation was observed between the

360

difference of ground truth and automatically extracted trait measurements of central spike length

361

and the ground truth measurement of branch angle. Because no significant correlation was

362

observed between the ground truth measurement of central spike length and branch angle, this

363

suggests the presence of non-random components of trait measurement errors in our automated

364

measurement of central spike length potentially introduced via the interaction between a tassel’s

365

branch angle and the 2D imaging process. Let 𝒚𝑐𝑠 be the vector of ground truth measurements of

366

central spike length and 𝒚𝑏𝑎 the vector of ground truth measurements of branch angle modeled

367

as above using the standard mixed linear model:
𝒚𝑐𝑠 = 𝑿𝜷𝑐𝑠 + 𝒁𝒖𝑐𝑠 + 𝒆𝑐𝑠
𝒚𝑏𝑎 = 𝑿𝜷𝑏𝑎 + 𝒁𝒖𝑏𝑎 + 𝒆𝑏𝑎

368

Now let 𝒚′𝑐𝑠 be the vector of automatically extracted measurements of central spike length.

369

Following the assumptions discussed above, 𝒚′𝑐𝑠 can be modeled identically to 𝒚𝑐𝑠 . However, we

370

now introduce the effect of a tassel’s branch angle on 𝒚′𝑐𝑠 via the rate of change in central spike

371

length with respect to branch angle, 𝜆𝑐𝑠:𝑏𝑎 , in a recursive linear system (Gianola & Sorensen,

372

2004) (equations (13) and (14)):
𝒚′𝑐𝑠 = 𝜆𝑐𝑠:𝑏𝑎 𝒚𝑏𝑎 + 𝑿𝜷𝑐𝑠 + 𝒁𝒖𝑐𝑠 + 𝒆′𝑐𝑠
= 𝑿(𝜆𝑐𝑠:𝑏𝑎 𝜷𝑏𝑎 + 𝜷𝑐𝑠 ) + 𝒁(𝜆𝑐𝑠:𝑏𝑎 𝒖𝑏𝑎 + 𝒖𝑐𝑠 )
+ (𝜆𝑐𝑠:𝑏𝑎 𝒆𝑏𝑎 + 𝒆′𝑐𝑠 )

14

= 𝑿𝜷∗ + 𝒁𝒖∗ + 𝒆∗ #(2)
373

where 𝜷∗ = 𝜆𝑐𝑠:𝑏𝑎 𝜷𝑏𝑎 + 𝜷𝑐𝑠 , 𝒖∗ = 𝜆𝑐𝑠:𝑏𝑎 𝒖𝑏𝑎 + 𝒖𝑐𝑠 , and 𝒆∗ = 𝜆𝑐𝑠:𝑏𝑎 𝒆𝑏𝑎 + 𝒆′𝑐𝑠 . Equation (2)

374

has the form of the standard mixed linear model; however, a naïve analysis that does not account

375

for the bias introduced by the interaction between branch angle and the 2D imaging procedure

376

will estimate 𝒖∗ , which is not an unbiased estimate of 𝒖𝑐𝑠 .

377

We can now re-express 𝒅 as
𝒅 = 𝒚′𝑐𝑠 − 𝒚𝑐𝑠
= (𝜆𝑐𝑠:𝑏𝑎 𝒚𝑏𝑎 + 𝑿𝜷𝑐𝑠 + 𝒁𝒖𝑐𝑠 + 𝒆′𝑐𝑠 ) − (𝑿𝜷𝑐𝑠 + 𝒁𝒖𝑐𝑠 + 𝒆𝑐𝑠 )
= 𝜆𝑐𝑠:𝑏𝑎 (𝑿𝜷𝑏𝑎 + 𝒁𝒖𝑏𝑎 + 𝒆𝑏𝑎 ) + (𝒆′𝑐𝑠 − 𝒆𝑐𝑠 ) #(3)

378

The trait measurement errors now include the term 𝜆𝑐𝑠:𝑏𝑎 𝒁𝒖𝑏𝑎 , which we have termed GDMB,

379

that is introduced as the result of interactions between the phenotyping method and a non-target

380

phenotype. The presence of GDMB can affect both the magnitude and sign of 𝒅, which is

381

supported by our observations in Figures 4 and 5. This also accounts for our identification of a

382

candidate gene for branch angle in the GWAS for the difference between ground truth and

383

automated measurements of central spike length (Figure 7).

384

The recursive model also helps explain the smaller number of TASs observed in the GWAS for

385

auto-extracted trait measurements using central spike length relative to that of ground truth

386

measurements of central spike length. As shown by equation (2), the use of genetic BLUPs from

387

fitting a standard mixed linear model to automatically extracted trait measurements conflates the

388

genetic contributions of two traits. Thus, the estimated effects of TASs identified via GWAS

389

conducted using such BLUPs are similarly conflated. Because multiple genetic sources co-exist

390

in trait measurement errors, the complicated interactions among these genetic sources with

391

ground truth (as shown in Figure 6) can result in over or under-estimation of allelic effects or

392

even sign changes. This may explain the poor overlap among the TASs identified via GWAS

393

using automatically extracted trait measurements and ground truth for all five tassel traits in spite

394

of their moderate-to-high phenotypic correlations.

395

Furthermore, assuming that genetic effects and residuals are independent, the variance of the

396

automated measurement of the phenotype given by equation (2) is
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Var(𝒚′𝑐𝑠 ) = Var(𝜆𝑐𝑠:𝑏𝑎 𝒖𝑏𝑎 + 𝒖𝑐𝑠 ) + Var(𝜆𝑐𝑠:𝑏𝑎 𝒆𝑏𝑎 + 𝒆′𝑐𝑠 )
= (𝜆2𝑐𝑠:𝑏𝑎 𝜎𝑢2𝑏𝑎 + 𝜎𝑢2𝑐𝑠 + 2𝜆𝑐𝑠:𝑏𝑎 𝜎𝑢𝑏𝑎 𝑢𝑐𝑠 ) + (𝜆2𝑐𝑠:𝑏𝑎 𝜎𝑒2𝑏𝑎 + 𝜎𝑒2′𝑐𝑠 + 2𝜆𝑐𝑠:𝑏𝑎 𝜎𝑒𝑏𝑎 𝑒 ′ 𝑐𝑠 )
= (𝜎𝑢2𝑐𝑠 + 𝜎𝑒2′ 𝑐𝑠 ) + 𝜆2𝑐𝑠:𝑏𝑎 (𝜎𝑢2𝑏𝑎 + 𝜎𝑒2𝑏𝑎 ) + 2𝜆𝑐𝑠:𝑏𝑎 (𝜎𝑢𝑏𝑎 𝑢𝑐𝑠 + 𝜎𝑒𝑏𝑎 𝑒 ′ 𝑐𝑠 ) #(4)
397

By contrast, the variance of the ground truth measurements for central spike length ( 𝒚𝑐𝑠 )

398

corresponds to the leftmost term in parentheses on the final line. This equation shows that the

399

variance of the auto-extracted trait measurements includes the genetic and residual variances of

400

branch angle along with their respective covariances with central spike length. Inclusion of these

401

components can increase or reduce the variance of the automatically extracted trait

402

measurements, depending on the signs and magnitudes of the covariance term in equation (4)

403

relative to the combined magnitudes of the variances. Changes in the power to detect a

404

significant association at any given marker then depend on the heritabilities of each trait, their

405

co-heritability, and the combined effects of the marker for each trait. If the signs of the marker

406

effects on each trait are equal, the combined effect will be greater in magnitude, increasing the

407

power to detect an association. However, if the signs are opposite, reduced power can result from

408

a reduction in the magnitude of the combined effect toward zero, or incorrect inference on the

409

effect direction can result when the sign of the combined effect is reversed with respect to the

410

sign of the effect on the focal trait. Furthermore, false positives can be introduced when a marker

411

truly has no effect on the focal trait but has a non-zero effect on the non-focal trait. The net result

412

of these changes would be to complicate the interpretation of the GWAS results.

413

Increasing population size to reduce the effects of random errors and to increase allelic

414

replication is a popular strategy for improving the power of GWAS. However, equation (4)

415

shows that the additional variance components introduced by automated phenotyping are

416

modulated by 𝜆 , which will have a lower bound defined by the phenotyping method and

417

biological pleiotropy between the target trait and other confounding traits (Figure 12B).

418

Therefore, larger population sizes cannot be simply substituted for an understanding of the

419

relationships among multiple traits and their interactions with the phenotyping method. In fact, it

420

is possible that weakly associated effects introduced by GDMB will reach statistical significance

421

as a consequence of the increased statistical power achieved by using larger populations, which

422

could complicate the interpretation of results (Figure 12B). Moreover, feature extraction

423

pipelines are commonly developed using only modest numbers of genotypes. Our results suggest
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424

that such strategies might not be sufficient when testing large and diverse populations because

425

the use of a small number of genotypes for pipeline development could result in systematic,

426

genetic bias due to a lack of phenotypic and/or genetic representation. This is especially

427

important for pipelines using machine learning, which can generate biased results when the

428

training dataset is insufficiently representative of the full population (Mehrabi et al., 2019).

429

Our study also showed that trait measurement errors for multiple traits were correlated with

430

multiple ground truth measurement of other traits, which could contribute to the observed

431

differences in error means and variances between the two tassel structures (Figure 4). This

432

indicates that trait measurement errors can exhibit complex dependencies on multiple genetic

433

sources that have thus far been assumed to be absent. The model presented in equation (2) could

434

easily be extended to account for more complex dependencies, including possible genetic effects

435

on the residual variances.

436

Both maize and sorghum have been reported to exhibit extensive population structure (Liu et al.,

437

2003; Morris et al., 2013), which could affect the GDMB that we observed if tassel morphology

438

or height is associated with population structure. If population structure is included in the GWAS

439

model, the effects of SNPs associated with population structure on GDMB would be controlled.

440

Evaluating such a scenario should be the subject of future work.

441

However, GDMB may also provide an opportunity to better understand the genetic basis of

442

complex traits. In this study, GWAS on trait measurement errors in two species identified loci

443

that potentially contribute to plant architecture (Figure 7B and Figure 9C). Considering that

444

many traits, such as plant height and yield, are composite and can be partitioned into multiple

445

components for genetic analyses (Brown et al., 2008; Li et al., 2015; Otegui and Bonhomme,

446

1998; Peng et al., 2011), it would be interesting to explore the possibility of using the difference

447

between two trait measurements (e.g., two different automated phenotyping pipelines) as an

448

additional approach to identify additional causal loci that contribute to phenotypic variation.

449

In other cases, GDMB may simply represent an undesirable source of both noise and potential

450

false positive TASs. In these cases, GDMB can instead be predicted and controlled. As shown in

451

Figure 11, incorporating genomic information makes it possible to construct models using both

452

ground truth and automatically extracted trait measurements for a subset of the population to

453

predict the direction and magnitude of GDMB across a larger population. For traits in which
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454

GDMB comprised a substantial fraction of measurement error, such as maize tassel length and

455

sorghum plant height, data from even a relatively small subset of the population (e.g., 30% of

456

individuals) was sufficient to achieve prediction accuracy close to that achieved with data from

457

80% of the population. It may therefore be possible to estimate and correct for GDMB via

458

genomic prediction, achieving more accurate estimates of trait values for downstream

459

quantitative genetic or breeding applications. We used predicted GDMB to re-calibrate

460

automated measurements, but GWAS results were inconsistent among maize tassel and sorghum

461

height traits, perhaps due to the small size of the training sets (N=100) used for prediction.

462

The strong correlations between morphological traits and measurement errors also suggests that

463

it may be possible to control the effects of GDMB by considering the causal relationships among

464

phenotypes in GWAS through multi-trait GWAS (MT-GWAS) or structural equation modeling

465

GWAS (SEM-GWAS) (Turley et al., 2018; Momen et al., 2019), which is the natural extension

466

of equation (2). Furthermore, our study also suggests that incorporating information from other

467

morphological traits—possibly with the use of machine learning to recalibrate the trait

468

measurements—is an alternative worthy of study.

469

METHODS

470

Plant Materials and Tassel Imaging

471

The SAM Zea mays diversity panel was grown during the summer 2017 at the Iowa State

472

University, Ag Engineering and Agronomy Research Farm in Boone, IA. One tassel from each

473

of 339 genotypes was collected on the first day of anthesis and imaged indoors (Figure 1A).

474

Tassels were mounted upright on a remote-controlled base that was programmed to rotate

475

clockwise in steps of 90°. All tassels were attached to the holder such that the lowest branch was

476

to the right in the camera’s viewfinder and avoided occlusion by other branches as much as

477

possible to ensure that the lowest branch and the main axis were fully within the image and in the

478

same plane (Figure 1B; view 1). A yellow scale with a length of 1 inch (2.54 cm) was placed

479

next to the holder to serve as the unit reference for later data conversion. Images were captured

480

using a Canon EOS 5DSR camera with a Canon EF100 mm f/2.8L Macro IS USM lens. The

481

camera was set up 2.5 m from the tassel and mounted at a height of 122 cm. After the first image

482

was taken, the holder and tassel were rotated 90° clockwise before shooting the second image

483

(Figure 1B; view 2). This process was repeated two times until the tassel had been rotated 270°
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484

from its original position (Figure 1B; views 3 and 4). The tassel was then rotated so that the

485

lowest branch pointed to the left in the camera’s viewfinder and the angle between the second

486

lowest branch and the main axis was as clearly visible as possible before shooting the fifth image

487

(Figure 1B; view 5). Hence, each tassel was imaged five times.

488

Trait Extraction

489

Our TI-TET pipeline requires the identification of the bottom end of the main rachis located

490

below the lowest branch point for building the tassel’s skeleton (Supplemental Protocol). In

491

some cases, a bent tassel was encountered, thus making it difficult to keep the tassel upright in

492

the stand, which could complicate the automated detection of the bottom end. To cope with such

493

problems, we manually marked the bottom end of the tassel in each image using a custom-built

494

MATLAB application by drawing a red rectangle to recognize the starting point for the skeleton

495

built algorithm to begin with. These annotated images were then used for tassel segmentation

496

and trait extraction.

497

Automated trait extraction involved the following steps: (1) tassel segmentation; (2)

498

measurement of traits from the segmented tassel; and (3) conversion of trait values from pixels to

499

metric units using the segmented reference scale (Figure 1C; Supplemental Protocol). Trait

500

measurements were performed in a fully automated manner (described in the Supplemental

501

Protocol).

502

A total of five tassel traits were extracted from the images, including tassel length, central spike

503

length, branching zone length, lowest branch length, and lowest branch angle (Supplemental

504

Data Set S5). Tassel length was defined as the length of the main tassel axis from the lowest

505

branch point to the tip of the central spike. The central spike length was measured from the top-

506

most branch point to the tip of the central spike. The branching zone length, which is the length

507

of the main axis between the lowest branch point and the top-most branch point, was calculated

508

as the difference between tassel length and central spike length. The lowest branch length and

509

branch angle were defined as the length from the lowest branch point to the tip of the lowest

510

branch and the angle between the lowest branch and the main axis in the image (Figure 1C). The

511

pixel-to-cm conversion was achieved by measuring the pixel length of the 1 inch (2.54 cm)

512

yellow scale in each image to obtain an image-specific ratio of pixels to cm. These five tassel

513

traits were also manually collected from the same tassels once the photos were taken using a
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514

ruler for length traits and a protractor for the lowest branch angle. All ground truth measurements

515

were collected by a single person indoors under controlled lighting conditions.

516

Phenotyping Tassel Structure

517

An additional two replicates of the SAM panel were grown during the summer 2017 at Iowa

518

State University’s Curtiss Farm, Ames, IA (10 km east of the ISU Ag Engineering and

519

Agronomy Research Farm). Each genotype was planted in one row containing 12 plants with

520

roughly 15 cm (6 inches) between plants and 89 cm (35 inches) between rows. Due to poor

521

germination and storm damage, tassels of only 335 genotypes were intact on the first day of

522

anthesis for each genotype and manually characterized as “open” or “closed” based on whether

523

the top-most branch points of each genotype’s tassels could be seen without close inspection

524

(Figure 3). If the base of the central spike was not occluded by other branches from the same

525

tassel, it was considered to be “open”, while tassels with an occluded central spike base were

526

considered to be “closed.” Genotypes classified as “open” in one replicate and “closed” in the

527

other were classified as “partially open.”

528

Correlations Among Trait Measurement Errors and Tassel Traits

529

Pearson correlation coefficients among trait measurement errors of five tassel traits and their

530

ground truth in addition to branch number were computed using the ‘cor ()’ function of R. To

531

further investigate the influence of tassel architecture traits on the variance of phenotypic

532

measurement errors, we then built multiple regression models for phenotypic measurement errors

533

using ground truth measurements and tassel openness as predictors. Models were selected using

534

backward elimination and the Akaike information criterion (AIC), with the full model containing

535

all six manual measured tassel traits and openness.

536

GWAS on Tassel Traits and Tassel Structure

537

GWAS was conducted using the SNP dataset described by Leiboff et al., (2015) in R (version

538

3.4.2) and FarmCPUpp (Liu et al., 2016; Kusmec et al., 2017). Principal component analysis

539

(PCA) was conducted on the SNP data using the ‘prcomp’ function of R. Model selection was

540

performed and optimized using AIC. The first three PCs, which explained 3.4%, 2.4%, and 1.6%

541

of the variance, respectively, were then used as covariates to control for population structure.

542

FarmCPUpp’s optimum bin selection procedure was used with bin sizes of 10 kb, 50 kb, and 100
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543

kb. P-values for each SNP were transformed using the ‘qvalue’ package (Storey et al., 2020) to

544

estimate the local false discovery rate (Efron, 2007; Efron et al., 2001). SNPs with q-values of

545

less than 0.05 were declared to be statistically significant.

546

For tassel structure, “closed,” “partially open,” and “open” tassels were numerically coded as 0,

547

0.5, and 1, respectively. Automated and ground truth measurements of tassel traits, along with

548

each trait’s measurement error (automatically extracted trait measurements – ground truth), were

549

used as phenotypes for GWAS.

550

Candidate Gene Screening for GWAS Results

551

TASs were compared to a list of 69 known maize inflorescence genes (Supplemental Data Set S3)

552

based on a review of the literature. Because the length of LD blocks varies along chromosomes,

553

genes from this list were considered to be candidate genes if their physical positions were within

554

a 120 kb window centered on a TAS (i.e., 60 kb upstream and 60 kb downstream). For every

555

GWAS that identified genes from this list, a permutation test with 1,000 iterations was

556

performed by randomly drawing the same number of TASs from the genome-wide SNPs,

557

controlling for proximity to the nearest gene and the minor allele frequency (MAF) distribution.

558

Proximity to the nearest gene was defined as “within gene”, “≤ 5kb to the nearest gene”, and “>

559

5kb to the nearest gene”. MAF was assigned to one of four categories: (0, 0.05], (0.05, 0.20],

560

(0.20, 0.35] and (0.35, 0.5]. The sampled SNPs were then screened for candidate genes using the

561

same procedure.

562

Genotyping lg1 mutants

563

When necessary, lg1-mu/lg1-mu and lg1-mu/Lg1 genotypes were distinguished using primers

564

listed in Supplemental Table S3.

565

Genomic Prediction for Trait Measurement Errors and Genetic Analysis using Sorghum

566

Plant Height Data

567

Two sorghum plant height datasets for 301 genotypes from the SAP were used in this study

568

(Salas Fernandez et al. 2017). These datasets contain User-interactive Individual Plant Height

569

Extraction (UsIn-PHe) based on dense stereo three-dimensional reconstruction and Automatic

570

Hedge-based Plant Height Extraction (Auto-PHe) based on dense stereo 3D reconstruction
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571

measurements of plant height. The semi-automated UsIn-PHe were used as the ground truth due

572

to its high accuracy (r2=0.994). Best linear unbiased prediction (BLUP) of genetic effects for

573

plant height was performed using the lme4 package (Bates et al., 2014) in R using the following

574

model: lmer(phenotype ~ (1| genotype) + (1| location) + (1| genotype: location) + (1| location:

575

replicates)). Trait measurement errorsTrait measurement errors were calculated as the difference

576

between BLUPs of Auto-PHe and UsIn-PHe (Supplemental Data Set S5). Variance component

577

decomposition for trait measurement errors was performed using ridge regression best linear

578

unbiased

579

project.org/web/packages/rrBLUP/). Two models were tested: (1) gBLUP using the additive

580

genetic relationship matrix, and (2) RKHS regression using the Gaussian kernel and the

581

Euclidean distance estimated from SNPs to consider possible non-additive genetic effects.

582

GWAS on BLUPs of UsIn-PHe, Auto-PHe, and their differences was conducted using the

583

146,865 SNPs and methods described in Zhou et al., (2019). Significantly associated SNPs were

584

determined as in the GWAS for tassel traits. We scanned for TASs that were close to of the four

585

known segregating plant height loci in this panel: Dw1, Dw2, Dw3, and qHT7.1 (Li et al., 2015;

586

Morris et al., 2013; Zhao et al., 2016; Thurber et al., 2013; Brown et al., 2008).

587

Evaluation of the Predictability of Measurement Errors

588

Genomic predictions of the five tassel traits and sorghum height were performed using gBLUP

589

as described above. Two approaches, one using 80% and the other using 30% of genotypes

590

randomly sampled from the full population without duplication, were chosen as training set and

591

the remaining 20% and 70% of genotypes from the population, respectively, served as the test set.

592

For each trait, this process was repeated for 100 iterations. For each iteration, the correlation

593

between predicted trait measurement errors and true errors was computed using the ‘cor()’

594

function in R. The averaged correlations of the 100 iterations were then used to estimate the

595

prediction accuracy.

596

Accession Numbers

597

Sequence data from this article can be found in the GenBank/EMBL libraries under the accession

598

numbers listed in Supplemental Data Set S3.

prediction

(rrBLUP)

version

4.2

(Endelman,

2011,

http://cran.r-
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599

The phenotype data used in this study are provided in Supplemental Data Set S5. The codes used

600

for automated tassel segmentation, skeleton construction and trait extraction are available at

601

https://github.com/schnablelab/Tassel-Image-Trait-Extraction-Tool. Supplemental Data

602

Supplemental Figure S1. Phenotyping accuracy varies among tassel openness classes of the full

603

population.

604

Supplemental Figure S2. Box and violin plots of absolute trait measurement errors (difference

605

between automated and ground truth measurements) measured as deviation from ground truth

606

and its value in ratio to ground truth stratified by tassel openness.

607

Supplemental Figure S3. Pearson correlation coefficients between ground truth (.GT) and

608

absolute values of trait measurement errors (.error).

609

Supplemental Figure S4. Manhattan and QQ plots for 19 traits plotted by -log10(p-value).

610

Supplemental Figure S5. Effect of the ra3 mutation on tassel branching architecture.

611

Supplemental Figure S6. Phenotypic correlations and estimated genetic components in variance

612

of trait measurement errors.

613

Supplemental Figure S7. Manhattan plots for GWAS on sorghum plant height using ground

614

truth measurements, auto-extracted trait measurements (Auto), and trait measurement errors

615

(Error).

616

Supplemental Figure S8. Box and violin plots of the estimated effects of 257 SNPs within 600

617

kb of Dw2 from GWAS sorghum plant height using ground truth measurements, auto-extracted

618

trait measurements, and trait measurement errors.

619

Supplemental Table S1. Multiple regression models for trait measurement errors (.errors) using

620

ground truth measurements (.GT) and tassel openness as predictors.

621

Supplemental Table S2. List of TASs in sorghum plant height GWAS for ground truth

622

measurements (GT), auto-extracted trait measurements (Auto), and trait measurement errors

623

(Error).

624

Supplemental Table S3. Primers used for genotyping the lg1-mu mutants.

23

625

Supplemental Protocol. Tassel Image-Trait Extraction Tool (TI-TET) extendable phenotyping

626

pipeline.

627

Supplemental Data Set S1. Summary of the test statistics for Student’s t-test for data shown in

628

the figures.

629

Supplemental Data Set S2. List of TASs in openness and five tassel traits GWAS for ground

630

truth measurements (.GT), auto-extracted trait measurements (.Auto), and trait measurement

631

errors (.Error).

632

Supplemental Data Set S3. 69 known maize tassel-related genes.

633

Supplemental Data Set S4. GWAS results for SNPs within 600 kb of Dw2 from GWAS on

634

ground truth measurements (GT), auto-extracted trait measurements (Auto), and trait

635

measurement errors (Error) of sorghum plant height.

636

Supplemental Data Set S5. List of phenotypic values of maize tassel traits and sorghum plant

637

height used in GWAS.

638
639
640
641

Table 1. Effect sizes of genes associated with sorghum height based on GWAS for ground truth
measurements, auto-extracted trait measurements, and trait measurement errors.
Ground Truth
Locus

Auto

TAS Estimated Effect (mm) TAS Estimated Effect (mm) TAS Estimated Effect (mm)
Distance
Distance
Distance

Dw1 194.3 kb

180.67 ± 17.12

194.3 kb

168.79 ± 16.76

26.6 kb

50.85 ± 18.97*

456.3 kb

228.6 kb

124.02 ± 15.95

20.9 kb

101.93 ± 20.09
Dw2 27.5 kb
Dw3 228.6 kb
642
643
644

Error

122.61 ± 17.28

-32.62 ± 7.91*

-29.23 ± 6.72

*: No SNP passed the significance threshold in the Dw2 region. Therefore, the SNP with the
lowest P-value was selected to represent the estimated effect at the Dw2 locus using autoextracted trait measurements and trait measurement errors.
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830

FIGURE LEGENDS

831

Figure 1. Imaging setup, procedure, and phenotypes. A. Tassel imaging platform. B.

832

Schematic of the five views collected for each tassel. C. Five automatically collected tassel traits

833

following image segmentation.

834

Figure 2. Phenotyping accuracy of traits extracted from images using a single view (view 1

31

835

to 5), the mean phenotype from two views (view 1 and 3), and the mean phenotype from all

836

five views. A. Accuracy was estimated using the square of the Pearson correlation coefficient (r2).

837

B. Accuracy estimated using root mean squared error (RMSE).

838

Figure 3. Tassel structures that potentially alter phenotyping accuracy. A. Example of the

839

complexity of tassel architecture. From left to right, tassel with both the lowest and topmost

840

branch node clearly visible, tassel with either of the two nodes not visible, and tassel in which it

841

is challenging to detect either node in any of the five views. B. Summary of tassel openness in

842

the SAM diversity panel.

843

Figure 4. Phenotyping accuracy varies between “open” and “closed” tassel architecture. A-

844

E. Comparison of ground truth and mean phenotype extracted from images using TI-TET. The

845

solid lines denote identical measurements between the two methods. Genotypes are displayed in

846

each dotplot chart, with 104 genotypes classified as “open” and 184 classified as “closed”.

847

Results of the full population are displayed in Supplemental Figure S1. F. Accuracies were

848

calculated within tassel openness classes.

849

Figure 5. Violin plots of trait measurement errors (difference between automated and

850

ground truth measurements) stratified by tassel openness. Mean trait values are marked by

851

dots. ns, *, and **** represent P>0.05, P≤0.05, and P≤0.0001, respectively from a Student’s t-

852

test (Supplemental Data Set S1).

853

Figure 6. Pearson correlation coefficients between ground truth values (.GT) and

854

measurement errors (.error) for tassel traits. Comparisons among ground truth measurements

855

are marked by a black rectangle. TL = tassel length, CS = central spike length, BZ = =branching

856

zone length, LBL= lowest branch length, BA = lowest branch angle, BN = branch number. *, **,

857

and *** represent P≤0.05, P≤0.01, and P≤0.001, respectively using a Student’s t-test

858

(Supplemental Data Set S1).

859

Figure 7. Manhattan plots for tassel openness and trait measurement errors for tassel

860

length and central spike length. A-C. GWAS results for tassel openness, tassel length

861

measurement errors, and central spike measurement errors. Blue vertical lines and labels mark

862

the positions of candidate genes. Red horizontal lines mark local FDR cutoffs: -log10 (0.05).
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863

Figure 8. Phenotypes of individuals from a family segregating for a Mu transposon-induced

864

mutant allele of the lg1 gene. A family segregating for a lg1-mu allele was obtained from the

865

Maize Coop Stock Center (stock ID: UFMu-04038; locus ID: mu1038042). In this population,

866

genotypes heterozygous for the Mu insertion (lg1-mu/Lg1) and homozygous for the insertion

867

(lg1-mu/lg1-mu) segregated close to the expected 1:1 ratio (11:7). A, C, and D: Tassel, leaf, and

868

tassel branch profile of lg1-mu/Lg1 plants, respectively. B, E, and F. Tassel, abnormal leaf

869

architecture, and steeper tassel branch angle from lg1-mu/lg1-mu plants, respectively. G.

870

Boxplots of tassel phenotypes of lg1- mu/Lg1 (N=11) and lg1-mu/lg1-mu (N=7) plants. TL =

871

tassel length, CS = central spike length, BN = branch number, LBA = lowest branch angle,

872

SLBL = second lowest branch angle. The units of TL and CSL are in cm, while LBA and SLBA

873

are in degrees. The whiskers of the box plot represent the maximum or minimum value from the

874

box hinge with no more than 1.5 times the interquartile range (IQR). The levels of significance

875

of two-tailed Student’s t-tests on the differences of mean trait values between heterozygous and

876

homozygous plants are indicated (ns and **** represent p> 0.05 and p≤0.0001, respectively; see

877

Supplemental Data Set S1).

878

Figure 9. Overlaps among Trait Associated SNP (TAS) among GWAS results using ground

879

truth measurements, auto-extracted trait measurements (Auto), and trait measurement

880

errors (Error) for five tassel traits. A–E show tassel length, central spike length, branching

881

zone length, lowest branch length, and lowest branch angle, respectively.

882

Figure 10. Manhattan plots for sorghum plant height using ground truth measurements,

883

auto- extracted trait measurements (Auto), and trait measurement errors (Error) on

884

chromosomes 6, 7, and 9 (all chromosomes are shown in Supplemental Figure S7). Three TASs

885

were detected via GWAS for both ground truth and auto-extracted trait measurements and are

886

highlighted in green. Known plant height loci detected by each GWAS analysis are labeled. Gray

887

vertical dashed lines represent the physical positions of Dw1, Dw2 and Dw3. The TAS located in

888

the Dw2 region is marked by a black arrow in the ground truth and error GWAS panels to

889

distinguish it from the nearby TAS.

890

Figure 11. Performance of genomic prediction of trait measurement errors for five maize

891

tassel traits plus sorghum plant height using 80% or 30% of genotypes as training sets. The

33

892

text in each box represents the average prediction accuracy +/- one standard error. Prediction

893

accuracy is the correlations (r) between predicted trait measurement errors using gBLUP.

894

Figure 12. Theoretical explanation for the effects of genetically determined measurement

895

biases on the accuracy of high-throughput phenotyping. A, General hypothesis assumes the

896

trait measurement errors to be random. If this hypothesis stands, ground truth and auto-extracted

897

trait measurements could be considered as two traits with the same causal loci (G is the same)

898

but different heritabilities (i.e., Error and Error’ are not equal). However, our results show that

899

the causal loci for auto-extracted trait measurements (G’) can be different from those for ground

900

truth. This is due to the existence of genetic effects in error (Gerror) for trait measurement errors.

901

B, Increasing the population size and number of measurement replicates controls random errors

902

by decreasing the proportion of random error in phenotype variation. However, this approach

903

will be less likely to reduce the variance of genetic error. Instead, by reducing the variance of

904

random error, the proportion of genetic error could increase together with genetic variance in

905

proportion to the reduction of random error.
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